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6. Modern language models



Modern language models

1. Embedding models are a general class of models for  
   representing meaning in a vector-space 

2. Embedding models can be used to understand  
   aspects of cognition and language 

3. The leading edge of models don’t represent  
   “meaning” anymore at all



How do you know so much without being told about it?

Plato’s Problem:  
Even uneducated people seem to know a lot 

Plato (380 BC)

Plato’s Solution:  
Knowledge is innate

Chomsky (1986)

Chomsky’s Problem:  
Children seem to learn language from insufficient input

Chomsky’s Solution:  
Universal grammar is innate



Blind adults color similarities look a lot like sighted adults

Marmor (1978)



A solution to Plato’s problem (Landauer & Dumais, 1997)

Red onions are sweeter than white ones

Red hair occurs naturally in one to two 
percent of the human population

Pittsburgh one of U.S. cities with highest 
number of gray days

Fall tips for a green spring lawn

Lake Tahoe stretches 22 miles long and 
12 miles wide, with clear blue water 
that’s more than 99 percent pure

Indirect information:  
Red, white, gray, green, and blue 
are used in similar contexts.  

Contexts for e.g. blue and green 
are more similar than blue and red

Direct information:  
There is a relationship between 
e.g. red and hair



Embedding models: Representing words as vectors

Adapted from Lena Voita

What goes in the embeddings?



A simple idea:  embeddings as co-occurrence counts



Hyperspace analogies to language (HAL) - Lund & Burgess (1996)



Latent semantic analysis is a smarter embedding model than HAL

Insight: co-occurring with some words (or in some contexts) is 
more meaningful



Can we do this separately for each word?

We want to predict a word’s context from that word



Learning contexts using a skip-gram model (Word2Vec) - Mikolov et al. (2013)



Target words’ embeddings

Likelihood:

θ
Similarity of 
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Target words’ embeddings



Estimating words’ embeddings by gradient descent

Likelihood:

Loss:

θnew = θold − α∇θJ(θ)



Estimating words’ embeddings by gradient descent



Estimating words’ embeddings by gradient descent



Two ways of estimating Word2Vec

Skip-gram
Continuous bag 
of words (CBOW)



Word2Vec geometry is surprisingly meaningful!

Mikolov et al. (2013)



Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe - Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014)



The structure in embeddings



The structure in embeddings



Embeddings encode both semantic and syntactic relationships



Exploring embedding models

http://vectors.nlpl.eu/explore/embeddings/en/



Embedding similarities predict human similarity judgments

Kim, Elli, & Bedny (2019)

Lewis, Zettersten, & 
Lupyan (2019)



Using embeddings to estimate translatability (Thompson, Roberts, & Lupyan, 2020)



The problem with “meaning”

What about big. Or red. Or monster.



The problem with “meaning”

What about big. Or red. Or monster.



Word2Vec/Glove embeddings vs. Contextual embeddings

Adapted from Jacob Devlin



Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding (BERT - Devlin et al., 2018)



Training to predict masked words



Fine-tuning for individual tasks



BERT demo

https://demo.allennlp.org/masked-lm
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